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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Saturday  23rd April 2022, Crewe Heritage Centre

Vernon Way, Crewe CW1 2DB, tel: 01270 212130, www.crewehc.co.uk

Organised by the East Midlands Branch of the SRS

The AGM Exhibition and the formal AGM will take place in the 
main building.

Programme for the Day

•	 08.00 - Room available for erecting exhibition layouts and 
trade stands.

•	 09.40 and then every 30 mins except at lunchtime, 
heritage bus service between Crewe station and the 
Heritage Centre

•	 10.00 - AGM exhibition opens.
•	 10.00 to 15.00 approx, either side of the AGM itself - 
Swiss	films	will	be	shown	in	the	AGM	area,	by	kind	
permission of Chris Harnett and Sue Knight.

•	 12.45 Attendees to be seated for the AGM.
•	 13.00 - AGM commences.
•	 14.00 approx - AGM concludes
•	 15.45 - Last departure of the heritage bus service back to 

Crewe station
•	 1600 - AGM exhibition concludes

THE SWISS RAILWAYS SOCIETY WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE TRADERS 
AND LAYOUT OWNERS AND OPERATORS FOR THEIR SUPPORT TODAY
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SWISS RAILWAYS SOCIETY
Annual General Meeting

AGENDA
Please note that to save time it will be assumed that members have 

read the minutes of last year’s AGM and the Directors’ reports before 
the AGM commences.

The AGM will start at 13.00 sharp.

1. Introduction & Welcome

2. Apologies for Absence

3. Minutes of the 2021 AGM

4. Matters Arising (not included on the Agenda)

5. Chairman’s Report for 2021

6. Company Secretary’s Report for 2021

7. Treasurer’s Report and Adoption of Accounts for 2021

8. Other Directors’ Reports

9. Election of Swiss Railways Society (CLBG) Management 
Board nominees for the year 2022/23

10. Date & place of the 2023 AGM and formal closure of 
business section of the Swiss Railways Society (CLBG) Annual 

General Meeting

11. Open Forum
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Swiss Railways Society - Company Limited by Guarantee
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting- by Zoom

      Saturday, 24th April 2021

 
Present:
The Board : Buck S (Membership Director); Davis B (Advertising Director); Ellis R (Chairman); Ellis S (Exhibitions 
& Publicity Director); Fisher M (Company Secretary); Jones G (Sales Director); Russenberger P (Director, Branch 
Liaison); Salter W (Editor); Stevenson D (Archive Director); and Stowell D (Treasurer). Non-Board members: Bindley 
L; Bowers T; Cooke S; Drake P; Greenwood S; Keyworth R; Job M; Statham P; Tredgett M; Wedgwood D; and, near 
the end, Baker G.

1.  Introduction & Welcome:
Roger Ellis opened the AGM at 10.00. The meeting was taking place by Zoom because of Covid 19 but the March 
2021 edition of Swiss Express had made provision for members to submit votes in advance, based on the AGM Report 
placed on the Society’s website or, on application, through provision of a hard copy. Martin Fisher would provide the 
results of those votes during the meeting. Roger introduced the Board members and invited other members to say a bit 
about themselves. Roger said participants were deemed to have read the AGM Report in advance of the meeting and 
explained that they could only vote on proposals today if they had not already submitted a voting form to the Company 
Secretary. Members should use the “chat facility” if they wished to ask questions. The proceedings were being recorded 
electronically and an edited version of the minutes would appear in Swiss Express. 

2.  Apologies for Absence:
These had been received from: Peter Arnold; R B Brockhurst; Paul Cross; David Gartside; Prof P W Horton; Dave 
Howsam; Neil Kearns and Axel Klozenbuecher.

3.  Minutes from the 2020 Annual General Meeting:
Martin Fisher reported that 151 members had voted in advance to accept the minutes of the 2020 AGM. There were 26 
abstentions but no one voted against adoption. That said, Roger Ellis explained formal adoption of the minutes could 
only be proposed and seconded by two people present at the 2020 AGM which meant asking two Board members 
because of the special circumstances in force at the time. So David Stevenson proposed the minutes be accepted and 
Bernard Davis seconded. Accordingly, adoption of the 2020 AGM minutes was agreed. 

4.  Matters Arising from the Previous Minutes and not Included on the Agenda:
There were no matters arising. 

5.  Board Members’ Reports:
Reports by the then-Chairman, the Company Secretary, Treasurer and other Directors had been included in the AGM 
Report placed on the website.

David Stowell referred to the provision in the accounts for 2020 for tax liability. He explained that the increased 
profit from sales had exposed a potential for taxation of up to £1,700. The Society had sought advice on the situation 
and a response was awaited. In the meantime the figure quoted represented a worst-case scenario. David Stowell 
said he would like to propose the usual vote of thanks to Giles Baker who had examined the accounts, and also to 
Mark Ansermoz who had prepared the accounts for HMRC and Companies House. Martin Fisher reported that 173 
members had submitted votes to accept the Financial Statement and Annual Accounts. There were 4 abstentions but no 
votes against. Roger Keyworth proposed that the Financial Statement and Annual accounts be accepted and Roger Ellis 
seconded the motion which was agreed by 9 members present with none against. Accordingly, the Financial Statement 
for 2020 was adopted. 

A proposal not put to the membership in advance of the meeting was that Giles Baker be re-appointed as auditor 
for the accounts for 2021. David Stowell therefore asked those present to agree this proposal (Giles not being in 
attendance at that time). 14 members agreed the proposal with no votes against.

Martin Fisher reported that 173 members had voted in advance to accept the reports submitted by other Directors. 
There were 4 abstentions but no votes against. In the meeting 6 members voted to accept these reports with no votes 
against. Accordingly, these reports were indeed accepted. 
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6.Election of Swiss Railways Society (CLBG) Management Board Nominees for the Year 2020/21:
Martin Fisher reminded the meeting that the voting forms issued to all members in advance had listed separate 
proposals for each of the director posts due to be re-filled. There had only been a very slight variation amongst the 
177 voters, each re-standing nominee attracting 175-177 “yes” votes. Those present could not therefore overturn such 
large majorities but Roger Ellis nevertheless asked attendees to vote if they had not done so already. Each such director 
received a further 8 votes, with no votes against. The postholders duly re-elected this time are identified with an asterisk 
in the list below. The Management Board for the Swiss Railways Society for 2021/22 will comprise: 
Chairman:    Roger Ellis
Company Secretary:   Martin Fisher (*, 3-year term)
Treasurer:    David Stowell
Membership Director:    Steve Buck
Editor:                                                   Bill Salter
Exhibitions & Publicity Director:     Simon Ellis (*, 2-year term) 
Archive Director:                                David Stevenson (*, 3-year term)
Sales Director:   Glyn Jones (*, 3-year term)
Advertising Director:    Bernard Davis (*, 1-year term)
Director, Branch Liaison Paul Russenberger (*, 3-year term)                           

7.Honorary Life Membership
Roger Ellis explained that from time to time the Chairman of the day awards honorary life membership to a member 
who has made a particularly noteworthy voluntary contribution towards the running of the Society over many 
years. This year there would be two recipients, John Jesson and Malcolm Bulpitt. John had stood down a year ago as 
Chairman after a 9-year stint in the post and had done a 4-year term in that role in the mid 1990s. Before that he was 
the Committee’s Secretary from 1986-92. Malcolm Bulpitt was editor of Swiss Express for 13 years until the spring of 
2019. In that time he was responsible for 50 issues (approximately a third of all issues produced to date) including the 
transition from A5 to A4 format.

8. Date and place of the 2022 AGM and formal closure of the Swiss Railways Society (CLBG) 2021 AGM:
Roger said that, subject to national circumstances, we would return to the Hallmark Hotel, Derby [changed later to 
Crewe Heritage Centre] on 23 April 2022, the formal meeting to be in the afternoon with the traditional exhibition 
in the morning. More details to follow in Swiss Express. The 2022 event will be organised by Glyn Jones as he had not 
had to organise one in 2020 or 2021 because of the pandemic. Roger Ellis closed the formal part of the AGM at 10:30. 

Open Forum
There was no traditional Open Forum but Roger invited members present to raise matters if they wished. Roger 
Keyworth asked if details of the Zoom links could be re-circulated a week before the related talks. Glyn Jones said the 
best advice was to log-in to the Members’ Area where the links were provided, alternatively to email him at meetings@
swissrailsoc.org.uk Glyn added that the link for the May talk had recently been posted on the website.

Roger Ellis reminded the meeting that in 2-3 years’ time some key Director posts would fall vacant. If members 
present not already on the Board had an interest in the Society’s future and could help run it - or knew of someone else 
who could - then they would be very welcome to contact existing Board members to find out more about what could 
be involved.

Company Secretary - Martin Fisher

OFFICERS’ REPORTS

CHAIRMAN
The Society, along with most of the United Kingdom and the rest of the World for that matter, has had a most interesting 
year. Everybody hoped the pandemic would be over by the end of 2021, but as I write this at the beginning of 2022 we 
are all experiencing a new variant of Covid. On a positive note the Swiss Railways Society has gone from strength to 
strength, and membership has increased to over twelve hundred, reversing a decrease we have experienced in recent 
years. Swiss Express has been a continued beacon of the Society, and I was delighted with the insert on locomotive 
hauled coaches we were able to include in the December edition. On a sad note we lost two individuals this past year 
namely Les Heath, a previous Editor of the magazine and latterly in the year Alan Pike. Alan was one of the early 
members of the Society, Chairman and of course one of our Presidents. 

All members of your Board have worked tirelessly during this year to ensure that the pandemic has not affected the 
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smooth running of the Society, and I am not going to pick out any individual person, but suffice to say that they have 
all made my role of Chairman very easy. During the year Martin Fisher and David Stevenson have worked on our latest 
book, Swiss Steam Locomotives, published in February 2022. I am sure many of you will appreciate the hundreds of 
hours spent on producing this excellent volume.

The Society was going to celebrate its fortieth anniversary, one year late, at “Warley” in November which of course 
was cancelled. I hope that many of you will come to “Warley” in November 2022 when we will have an area devoted 
to our Society with layouts and our Sales Stand. Lastly, can I thank you all on behalf of the Board for your continued 
support, and welcome you to the Crewe Heritage Centre.

ROGER ELLIS

COMPANY SECRETARY
Pre-pandemic the Board normally met 4 times a year; in 2021 it met 6 times (sometimes in person, sometimes by 
Zoom). Attendance by Directors was 95%, compared with 92-93% pre-pandemic. In addition the Board benefits from 
input by Robert Foster (legal matters) and Tim Mulhall (website/sales). The advent of Zoom in 2020 facilitated the 
creation of sub-committees involving different selections of Board members to address specific short-term issues. One 
such in 2021 focused on the Society’s website and how this might be enhanced; no doubt the results of this will emerge 
during 2022. 

MARTIN FISHER  

TREASURER 
The Society’s activities have been affected by the pandemic for the second year in succession, however I am pleased to be 
able to report that despite this we have managed to make a respectable profit of £7,110 before tax in 2021. As the Income 
and Expenditure figures show (Appendix 1), there are the first signs of what is hopefully a return to “normality” with 
Exhibition sales making a welcome re-appearance. Overall Sales income was down by about 25% however an increase 
in sales resulting from bequests to the Society Archives helped offset the larger reduction in wholesale and retail sales. 
There was however a corresponding reduction in both the cost of sales and the value of sales stock held and as a result 
the surplus on sales activities was down by only 3.6%.

The Society operates on the general principle that the income from Subscriptions and Advertising should cover 
the cost of producing and distributing Swiss Express plus the basic costs of running the organisation (the Overheads). 
Whilst the current UK membership subscription rates adequately support this objective, the 2021 Worldwide 
subscription rates no longer covered the very significant increases in international postal charges over recent years. 
Although the Society was able to absorb some of these increased costs during 2021 it has regrettably been necessary to 
raise the Worldwide subscription to £35 per year from 2022. Costs more generally have also been increasing steadily 
recently however the healthy state of the Society finances means that the Board do not currently see any need for any 
further increases in subscription rates at present. 

The Balance Sheet (Appendix 2) shows that the Society continues to maintain healthy bank balances and reserves. 
As can be seen, the deposits of £1,000 held by the Midland Hotel in Derby for the cancelled 2020 and 2021 AGMs have 
now been returned  The increase in the prepayments figure is principally due to taking advantage of a 3 year contract for 
hosting the Society’s website. The profit of £7,110 in 2021 results in a Corporation Tax liability of £1,440. I commented 
in my report to last year’s AGM that the Society was seeking advice as to whether there may be basis for reducing the 
annual tax liability. Although this revealed some useful information it not identify any beneficial changes to the basis 
on which the Society’s Tax Liability is calculated.

In conclusion I would like to propose votes of thanks to Giles Baker for undertaking his customary thorough 
annual examination of the accounts and to Mark Ansermoz for preparing the statutory submissions to Companies 
House and HMRC. The society is very grateful to both of them for their continued assistance and support. I propose 
that the Society re-appoints Giles Baker as the auditor for the next financial year.

DAVID STOWELL

SWISS EXPRESS EDITOR/DIRECTOR
Despite the pandemic I am pleased to say that we were able to produce four issues of Swiss Express on time and within 
budget during 2021. Our printers, CPUK, maintained their high standard of production and our ongoing control of 
costs has enabled us to consider supplements to the main magazine as a regular feature. Included with the December 
issue was a 48-page supplement penned by Martin Fisher entitled “SBB Loco-hauled carriages”, an effort that has 
attracted praise from expert Swiss enthusiasts. This proved possible within our existing overall Swiss Express budget. 
The accounts do show an increase in Swiss Express expenses for 2021 compared to 2020 but that relates to the purchase 
of envelopes which, as is discussed in the next paragraph, are no longer used to dispatch the magazine.
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Members will have noticed that we have dispensed with traditional envelopes when posting Swiss Express and 
switched to an all-over paper wrap. This was done to respond to an increasing number of cases of torn envelopes 
resulting in damaged copies. This type of wrap also costs less than traditional envelopes and is becoming commonplace 
in the magazine publishing industry. Theoretically, it also provides greater security to the contents although some 
members have reported their magazines stuck to the glue, making it difficult to extract without damage. For the March 
2022 issue, we specified a slightly wider wrap which hopefully reduced the incidence of this problem. We always print 
some spares so, if a copy is damaged in transit, just let me or the Membership Secretary know if you need a replacement.

The hopes I am sure we all had last Spring for a swift return to Switzerland did not materialise. Inevitably that has 
the knock-on effect that members’ reports and photographs of their visits are now less common. However, I hope the 
articles we have printed have been of interest. I need to thank all the authors who have provided me with material, in 
particular those who provide me with regular copy - Martin Fisher, Boyd Misstear, Malcolm Bulpitt, Bryan Stone and 
Mario Gavazzi. I have also been fortunate in persuading long-time Swiss railway enthusiast and photographer Bernhard 
Studer to provide regular articles illustrated by his own extensive photo collection. My thanks are also due to several top 
Swiss railway photographers who have been generous with the use of their images.

To conclude I must also thank those who have assisted me in the production of the magazine: Trevor Gauntlett 
for his rigorous (nay, ruthless) proof reading and Bernard Davis who has taken on the responsibility of organising 
advertising. Bernard has set himself the target of widening our advertising base, a fact reflected in the substantial rise 
in income reported in the accounts. We now have regular full-page adverts from Jungfraubahnen as well as Switzerland 
Travel Centre, all of which helps control the costs of producing the magazine.

BILL SALTER

MEMBERSHIP MANAGER
As at 31 December we had 1,074 UK members and 143 world wide members giving a total of 1,217. Of these 815 UK 
and 107 worldwide (total 922) had paid for 2022 and 243 UK and 24 WW (total 267) had paid for 2024. This compares 
with 1,054 and 138 WW (total 1,192) at the end of 2020. Sadly we have lost some prominent members in 2021 who gave 
a lot to the Society in earlier years, but given the age profile of our membership this has to be expected.

My grateful thanks go to our treasurer, David Stowell for the help he gives me throughout the year in forwarding 
PayPal and Bank transfer information to me and for putting up with the errors I sometimes make with the figures.

STEVE BUCK

SALES DIRECTOR
Last year I wrote that 2020 was not the year which any of us wanted or expected and 2021 followed in the same vein. I 
do hope that we can have a physical AGM this year, and writing this at the start of the year, it does look as if, in England 
at least, the prospect of further restrictions are receding again. Despite the pandemic, the sales operation has continued 
to operate throughout, admittedly with a longer despatch time during the various restrictions. Total sales for 2021 are 
£15,600 with 490 individual orders, well down on the £24,000 of 2020 when there were 740 individual orders. There 
have, again, been very few trade sales this year, so virtually all the sales have been from members and enthusiasts either 
buying books to read or videos to watch. We have sold 156 Perren and 84 MITV DVDs during the year. Remember, as 
well as being a service to our members, the surplus from our sales does subsidise the membership subscription. Please 
always think of the Society before buying items which are available elsewhere; we are often cheaper.

The vast majority of sales are now through our on-line shop which features all our product lines. Once again, I 
must thank Tim Mulhall for his help in setting up the “shop” and for maintaining the product range. Please have a look 
at it.  As well as detailed information and photos of all the books, DVDs, clothing etc., there are complete details of the 
available back issues of Swiss Express and their contents. To align sales item prices between the on-line shop and postal 
sales, we have moved to a policy of charging a flat rate fee of £4.00 for postage and packing for all U.K sales.  

This year we took a gamble and printed 200 calendars instead of the 150 last year. They were all sold by the end of 
November. If you intend to buy a 2023 calendar, please order it early as they do sell out. Back issues of Swiss Express 
are always available although some, including quite recent issues, are now in short supply. All the A4 issues, apart from 
2021, are available in the “Members Area” of the website as pdfs, which can be viewed and downloaded and the earlier 
A5 magazines from 1991 to 2010 are available to download in a similar way. The very early A5 magazines from 1985 to 
1990 are planned to be added during this year.

We sell Swiss DVDs by Perren and other producers, along with the Alan Snowdon collection of archive films which 
are produced “in house”. We are the only source of MITV DVDs after they closed their business. 2022 will see the release 
of the final Perren cab rides – the end of the project to produce cab rides of every Swiss line. Andreas Perren plans to retire 
from his job working for the Cantonal Government this year and he just may decide to produce a new series of DVDs 
covering the most scenic Post Bus rides; I am sure these would prove to be popular. With the “rebranding” of the Society, 
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we now have Polo and Sweat Shirts which are available in Light Blue, Grey, Navy and Red featuring the new Society logo. I 
would like to thank Simon Ellis for his help during the year in supplying items from the Exhibition sales stock. 

This is my last term as Sales Director. I took over the Sales Officer duties in 2000 and it is time to hand over to 
somebody else. I had planned to leave the post at the 2024 AGM but the Board has it in mind to split the roles of Sales 
Director and Webmaster and to this end, I would continue as Webmaster but we have a candidate the Board could co-
opt to work alongside me on Sales until he is ready to take over. I will explain more at the AGM.

GLYN JONES

EXHIBITIONS & PUBLICITY DIRECTOR 
Another pandemic year curtailed exhibitions and shows and so our attendance at the same. We did manage to support 
the French Railways Society at their re arranged Lenham event, and a successful visit to this very venue as part of the 
European Railways Society September 2021 event.

2022 is looking to be a more positive year in terms of exhibitions, by the time you read this we will have attended 
the London Festival of Railway Modelling at Alexandra Palace and we will be attending the German Railways Society’s 
Global Rail event in Didcot in June, and of course the Warley show in November. As always we will continue to publish 
details of events we will attend in Swiss Express, in Continental Modeller and of course on the website.

SIMON ELLIS

ARCHIVE DIRECTOR
The photo Archive has increased and expanded thanks to a couple of volunteers, in particular Martin Fisher, the 
Company Secretary, who has indexed the Wheelwright, Farr and Nichols collections. The Trewins have completed the 
Bell collection. These contributions have been instrumental in laying the foundations for the future and cannot be over-
estimated. Other material has been received, in particular from the estate of Brian Hemming, a former SRS Secretary, 
and this has been either added to the Archive or sold to help run the Society and the Archive. I am now in a position 
to make the material available to Members and instructions on how to access this will be in the June Swiss Express. 

On a personal level I am undecided, at the time of writing,whether to serve the full term as a Director though I 
will run the Archive for the full commitment of three years till 2024. The Archive is not part of the Society day to day 
management, it’s a welcome and important addition to the services offered to members and so being a Director is not 
essential. You will have seen my note in the March Swiss Express concerning the future, unless someone comes forward 
by 2024, not that far away now, then the work of the past four years will have been in vain. If you love Swiss Transport 
this is the perfect way to spend some time learning more, seeing more and producing something that will be a legacy for 
the future, come and speak to me at the AGM or get in touch and the Archive will have an assured future.

DAVID STEVENSON 

PUBLICATIONS 
In 2021 Bill Salter prepared an updated version of Swiss Travel Guide 6 – Graubünden and this was released shortly before 
the end of the year, replacing the previous issue that dated back to 2016. We plan to publish updated versions of STG 1 – 
Bern and the Bernese Oberland and STG 8 – Basel and North-West Switzerland in 2022. Once these have appeared, all the 
current editions of the series will have covers in our new corporate style and publication dates 2020 or later.

As noted by the Chairman in his report, Martin Fisher and David Stevenson assembled “Swiss Steam Locomotives 
since 1900” in 2020/21 and this hard-back book was published two months ago.

(VARIOUS DIRECTORS)

BRANCH LIAISON AND INTERNATIONAL MEETINGS VIA ZOOM
With the easing of restrictions on social gatherings, Branches have begun to return to what was a more conventional 
form of meeting, though at least one branch currently intends to retain a mixture of ‘in person’ and ‘zoom’ meetings.  I 
would, again, like to thank the Branch Organisers for their continued work and support in maintaining this local and 
social aspect of the Society.  Equally, if any member lives within easy distance of a branch but does not currently attend, 
I would suggest they ‘go along and try it out’.

The monthly Zoom meetings have proved successful, with between 50 and 80 members joining and I believe this 
has developed some cohesion within the international nature of the Society.  That is why I have deliberately not referred 
to them as being on a ‘Sunday evening’ as for some members it has been Sunday afternoon or even (early) Monday 
morning.  There are still some gaps in the programme for the remainder of 2022, so if any member – anywhere – would 
like to offer a presentation, I would be very grateful if they were to contact me. Remember – it is done from the comfort 
of your own home!

PAUL RUSSENBERGER
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APPENDIX 1

file:///P:/SRS accounts 2021/Year end 2021/SRS Inc & Exp and Balance 2021  v2 26-02-2022.ods

Swiss Railways Society

Comparative Income and Expenditure Report 2021
Period 01/01/2021 to 31/12/2021

2021 2020

Income

Subs current year (4000) 25,384 24,944

Donations (4003) 146 86

Sales - Retail  & Archives (4111-5) 16,781 21,611

Sales - Wholesale (4110) 905 2,620

Sales at exhibitions (4102) 383 0

Calendar receipts (4020) (Note 1) 0 35

Advert receipts SE (4004) 2,110 1,548

Bank interest received (4105) 7 44

Misc (4900) 0 47

45,716 50,936

Purchases

Cost of sales, stock & post (5202) 9,544 16,574

Opening stock (exc SOR items) (5200) 9,450 8,807

Closing stock (exc SOR items) (5201) (9,145) (10,416)

Obsolete Stock write down/off (5210) 632 965

10,482 15,931

Direct Expenses

Exhibitions (6205) 131 227

Advertising (6201) 425 354

Sales storage (6210) 396 396

Internet & Website (6220) 599 472

1,551 1,449

Swiss Express

SE printing (7506-7) 7,319 7,608

SE postage (7508) 6,789 6,338

SE set up, admin & travel (7509-11) 5,998 5,505

20,105 19,450

Overheads

AGM current Yr (7012) 0 729

Admin membership (7020) 1,901 1,562

Management exp. & travel (7407-8) 1,320 721

IT expenses (7415) 614 0

Write offs (8100) 0 159

Insurance (8204) 903 898

Depreciation (8000) 471 471

Bank charges (7901) 14 76

e-sales charges (7902-5) 1,246 1,641

6,469 6,258

NetProfit/(Loss) Before Taxation 7,110 7,847

Transfer to Taxation Provision (Note 1) 1440 1,407

NetProfit/(Loss) After Taxation 5,669 6,440

Note 1: Calendar receipts for 2021 are included in Sales – Retail & Archives
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APPENDIX 2
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LAYOUTS

Alpenbahn: N – John Brightwell
Alpenbahn  is a continental layout consisting of modules made by individual members of East Surrey 
N-gauge Group, to an agreed standard. Its first outing was in Hythe, at the Eurotunnel exhibition centre, 
in about 2003. Eventually the initial crew lost their enthusiasm for it, and there was a threat to break it 
up. Not wishing to see a magnificent layout disappear, and having the garage space, I agreed to ‘curate’ it, 
which included making boxes in order to be able to store it sensibly and safely. It has been exhibited on 
numerous occasions, but each time it has become more and more difficult to get assistance, so eventually 
I decided that the layout needed to be (a) easier to erect; (b) easier to dismantle; (c) easier to run with 
fewer people; and (d) easier to transport. The layout also needed a better fiddle yard and a couple of 
return loops. For (c) I decided that digital was the way to go, with automatic train control, so that, as a 
minimum, two people could safely operate the layout without the risk of too many embarrassing events. 
For longer lengths, up to five people would be needed to operate it interestingly. There is a shuttle, which 
has two bays each end; the cable car, which really is a cable car, working correctly, not round and round; 
and a soon-to-be- completed works shuttle on a short length of track between two tunnel mouths. Other 
attractions I hope to add are alphorn players on the hillside, and a trachtengruppe in the café, both with 
sound, of course!
Alpenbahn depicts typical alpine scenery. It can be displayed as either a stand-alone exhibit, or form part 
of a larger display by connection with other module systems. Control  has now been up-dated with DCC. 
Further improvements include automatic block working and signaling. It is operated mainly using full-
length trains from Epoch IV onwards, although other themes can be accommodated. To suit the alpine 
scenery, the rolling stock is usually chosen from Swiss/Austrian/German prototypes. 

Chamossaire SBB/BLS: N – Gordon Wiseman
Chamossaire is a small area near the ski resorts of Anzère and Crans Montana on the north side of the 
Rhône valley in Valais. It is a fictional station located at the south portal of an ‘alternative Lötschberg’ route 
between Zweisimmen and Sion, with the line having become known as the BLS (Bern - Lenk - Sion). It is 
part of imagined long distance route from Bern to Torino via Sion and the Grand St Bernard. The tunnel 
from Chamossaire runs north under the Wildhorn massif and Rawilpass. The line carries local, regional 
and international (northern Europe - Bern - Torino - Genova / Côte d’Azur) trains. International freight 
traverses the route in the same way as on the Lötschberg, with trains held in the track nearest the viewer 
awaiting a path through the tunnel. 

Santa Maria – RhB HOm – Dan Spalding
Background
In 1909 the Rhätische Bahn (RhB) proposed constructing a connection from Zernez on the line to Scoul 
out of the Engadine valley over the Ofenpass and on to the Italian border to Mals where it was to connect 
to the Italian standard gauge network. In reality, due to the First World War, the scheme never came to 
fruition.
Model  
However, with the application of a little modellers’ license, the line was built and, despite a suspension of 
service for two World Wars, serves the Swiss National Park (est. 1914) to the east of Zernez and a link to 
the Italian rail network. The model is of an imagined RhB station serving the settlement of Santa Maria 
as well as it’s near neighbour, Valchava. As well as the passenger service the station also sees some timber 
traffic loaded in the station yard and also a small rail served distribution point, based on a similar structure 
at Pontresina. To add a little more operational interest it is assumed there is a through freight service to 
Müstair and Mals. The period of operation portrayed is between 2006 and 2010 which included the 2 years 
I visited the area. 
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Preuninger Alm: Austrian HOe - Axel Klozenbuecher
The layout is based on the Dachstein area in the province of Styria in central Austria close to Schladming 
and Ramsau.The intention is to give a flair of the narrow gauge Waldbahn which existed near these towns 
and is set in 2015. The narrow gauge railway operates to transport timber as well as a tourist attraction to 
serve the restaurants on the Alm and beyond. The area is very attractive and has been explored by tourists 
for over 150 years with the railway making the area accessible to a large population. 

The whole scene is unashamedly alpine in character with the Alm sitting on a narrow ridge in front 
of a magnificent mountain background which is by Faller.The name of the layout has a car connection so 
if you know the answer come and see me. The scene depicted in the layout is free-lance but incorporates 
many existing features while compressing some elements to fit into the length available. I have tried to 
show that farming work in this area is not for the faint hearted and tourism is mixing with trades in a 
harmonious way.The scenic part of the layout measures 3.6 metres by 0.420 metres and includes a 400 mm 
wide fiddle-yard to the rear. Viewing is from the front and both sides. The two modules are constructed in 
the plywood open frame construction with most terrain formed in polystyrene blocks covered in Polyfilla. 
Buildings are somewhat sparse on this layout as every inch is filled with rocks and trees with only small 
areas used for growing food for the animals such as goats, cows and some sheep. Track is all Peco ( NG ) 
and the rolling stock is from Lilliput, Mini Trains, Bemo, Roco and Tillig.

The main theme of the layout is wood in its growing state as well as sawmills and wood yards and 
logging areas. I have used building kits mainly by Kibri such as the stables, the Hotel Post and the small 
timber yards one of which is by Faller. All of the pine trees are made by myself using gardening wire and 
scenic material by Silhouette advertised as mini natur. Most of the scatter used is by Green Scene which I 
blend into my own shades of green and especially the forest floor area and the tree barks. We have included 
some information about the area in a display adjacent to the layout.

Display of Swiss Postbus Models – John Evans
John will be displaying over 50 Swiss Postbus models from his collection.

TRADE and SOCIETY STANDS

Contikits is dedicated to the sale of high quality model railway equipment from all round the world. Our 
aim is deliver new and second-hand products at the best possible price. We stock all gauges from Z to O 
scale. Visit our website at www.contikits.com or give us a ring on 0191 4133389. PO Box 279, Ryton, 
Tyne & Wear, NE40 9AF. Open Tues & Wed 12.30-5.30pm, Thurs 7.30-9.30pm, Fri 12-4pm and Sat 
10am-4pm. Email: contikits@btinternet.com 

Golden Valley Hobbies: Celebrating 23 years as an importer of European model railways, they will be 
bringing along many of their Swiss outline models – Kibri, Vollmer, Auhagen and Busch. As ever they 
have a range of use for modellers ‘bits’, and their famous pre-order service for the latest announcements. 
Tel: 01981 241237 www.goldenvalleyhobbies.com  

Hornby International: The four European brands from our own Hornby offer a range of models 
from Switzerland and neighbouring countries. The company will be bringing along some recent and 
forthcoming items in the form of preproduction samples. The 2022 catalogue will be available to buy, and 
it includes in HO & N the ETR610, Orient Express coaches, Rail Adventure, HUPAC, Wascosa, Ce6/8 
Crocodiles & many cross borders models.
www.hornbyinternational.com 

Italian Railways Society: The IRS has been established since the 1990s and as well as a very high quality 
technical magazine offers regular meetings and an internet group. Members travel widely throughout Italy 
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on social trips with a particular penchant for long-distance night trains. Italy has the best food in Europe, 
the best looking men and women in Europe, some of the best wine and most importantly a fascinating 
railway system. SG and NG, on islands, in mountains, on plains and by the sea. Can you see a reason not to 
join? Thought not!  A wide selection of specialist books, magazines etc. will be available along with plenty 
of membership forms. 
Visit our website at www.italianrailways.co.uk      
    
NscaleCH offer models in N-scale Swiss outline, although models of other countries’ railways are also 
carried. We specialise in hard-to-find models and brass items, and we have a reputation for good quality 
and knowledgeable advice. All motive power is tested before sale so that the customer is satisfied that he 
will not be let down once he gets home. We are urgently seeking items and collections to purchase and 
our valuations usually surprise sellers by their generosity! For sales or purchases, contact NscaleCH on: 
enquiries@nscalech.com or telephone 01303 260863. 
You can also visit our website at www.nscalech.com 

Gerald Savine NDD GRA. A number of original paintings and all the Limited Edition Prints of Swiss 
railways and boats will be on display. Signed and numbered prints and the ‘Ticino’ Wentworth wooden 
puzzle £25.00 each. Original paintings are available for purchase. Prices will be on display at the AGM. SRS 
Members are welcome to visit The Studio, Bridge House, Waterside, Upton-upon-Severn,  Worcestershire, 
WR8 0HG.  
Tel: 01684 591122.  Email: geraldsavine@btconnect.com   website:  www.geraldsavine.co.uk 

SRS Sales: Visit the society stand. The full range of Society items are available including all the DVDs 
from MITV and Perren Swiss cab rides. Limited supplies of Jumpers (in Navy), Sweatshirts and Polo 
Shirts (in red or navy) and T-shirts in all sizes are available along with our Baseball Caps and Bucket Hats. 
Available today are Martin Fisher’s latest books, “Swiss Independent Railways - their electric locomotives 
past & present” and “Swiss Steam Locomotives since 1900”. See the full range of Martin’s books and Travel 
Guides. It is hoped we will have the new mugs and other items available featuring the re-branded Society 
logo. All our sales items can be bought from the Society Website: https://swissrailsoc.org.uk/shop/ 
In addition there is the Society’s “Bring and Buy Stall” which has a large selection of MOB freight 
wagons and some RhB models for sale amongst other items.


